
15 TABLE LIMIT and OPEN TABLE STACKING EXPLAINED 
 

INFORMATION PROVIDED BY AL SMITH VIA EMAIL JULY 15, 2021 
 
15 Table Limit:  To maximize the masterpoints you can win, SE Carolina limits its 
game size to 15 tables (30 Pairs).  Sign up early to make sure you get in the game.  
The 500 NAP MP award in a 15 table game is 2.4 MP (1/2 Red, 1/2 Black).  
 
If the game reaches 15 tables with 10 minutes left until its start time,   we will 
start another game that will be scheduled to start 5 minutes after the 1st game's 
start time.  The early bird gets the worm! 
 
If you are unable to get into the 500 NAP game, you can win even bigger points if 
you register in the Open NAP and have a good game. Read the next paragraph! 
 
Table Stacking Explained: Tables in all limited games of the same club that start 
within one hour of the Open game are counted in the Open game table count.  
Because of this, even a small Open game can award a much larger number of 
points than a limited game. 
 
This afternoon we had 6 tables in the Open NAP.  We had 15 in the 500 NAP.  The 
Open game masterpoint award is based on 21 tables.  If run as a Mitchell, 1st 
place in the A stratum will be 4.2 MP (1/2 Red, 1/2 Black).  If run as a Howell, 1st 
place in the A stratum will be 8.4 MP (1/2 Red, 1/2 Black). 
 
If you play in a 200 table ACBL Pair game, what is the max MPs?  Believe it or not, 
4 - yes, 4! 
 
The anomaly occurs because the MP award formula is much more generous in a 
special game (e.g. NAP) versus a normal game is significantly different. 
 
Register early! 


